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Abstract

In many species, females often prefer male signals that are more complex than in nature or beyond the range of calls naturally produced by conspecific males in spectral, temporal and amplitude features. In this study we examined both the ability of females to recognize signals outside the normal range of spectral frequency variation seen in male advertisement calls, and the influence of increasing call complexity by adding spectral components to enhance the attractiveness of a male advertisement call in the cricket frog *Acris crepitans blanchardi*, while keeping its amplitude constant. We used two different natural male call groups and created the following synthetic call groups: with a dominant frequency at 3500 Hz, i.e. at the normal dominant frequency with a frequency band within the sensitivity range of the inner ear basilar papilla; with a dominant frequency at 700 Hz, i.e. outside the normal range of variation and with a frequency band outside the sensitivity range of the basilar papilla but within the range of the amphibian papilla; with two dominant frequencies, one at 700 Hz and another at 3500 Hz, stimulating the basilar and amphibian papilla simultaneously. In double choice experiments we tested all combinations of the three call groups, and we tested the 3500 Hz call groups against the same natural call groups. Additionally, we tested the 700 Hz call groups against white noise to see whether these signals are meaningful in mate choice. Females preferred 3500 Hz call groups over all other call groups. The synthetic call group was as attractive to females as the same natural call group. The 700 Hz call group was not meaningful in mate choice. The combined (700 Hz + 3500 Hz) call group was significantly less attractive to females than the 3500 Hz call group. Thus, making a call more spectrally complex without increasing its overall amplitude decreases its attractiveness to cricket frog females.
Introduction

In many cases of communication between the sexes males display signals to females and females base their mate-choice decision on those signals. Vocal signals such as the male advertisement calls produced by many species of insects, frogs, and birds, vary between species in spectral, temporal and amplitude features. Even within a species there is variation in calls along all three of those dimensions (Wilczynski & Ryan 1999).

Many studies have examined how the natural variation in signal and receiver characteristics influences mate choice (Ryan 1983; Gerhardt 1988; Wagner 1989; Ryan & Wilczynski 1991; Rand et al. 1992; Kime et al. 1998; Wollerman 1998). There are also many examples in which female receivers respond to, and may actually prefer, signals that males never produce. In some cases, these are signals that fall well outside the range of variation seen naturally (Ryan & Keddy-Hector 1992; Ryan et al. 1992; Searcy 1992; Wilczynski et al. 1999). Other cases in several species show that females respond to novel stimuli and that females may even prefer males as mates when those males bear a novel trait. Females of four different bird species prefer males with an artificial feather crest on the forehead even though males in these species lack crests (Jones & Hunter 1998; Tyler Burley & Symanski 1998; Witte & Curio 1999). In swordtail fish, Basolo (1990, 1995a, b) showed that females prefer males with an artificial sword even in species in which conspecific males lack swords. Tüngara frog females *Physalaemus pustulosus* prefer advertisement calls, or ‘whines’ containing any number of artificial acoustic signals as well as the ‘chuck’ normally produced by males (Ryan 1985, 1991; Wilczynski et al. 1995), while females of a related species *Physalaemus coloradorum* prefer male advertisement calls with a digitally added ‘chuck’ to the normal conspecific whine even though males of that species produce no ‘chucks’ (Ryan 1990; Ryan & Rand 1993).

In all of these cases, the signals that yielded enhanced female preference were either additions to an existing signal (artificial feather crests, adding additional syllables to a call), or extensions of a signal along some dimension to a point beyond which males normally signal. Left unexplored are those types of signal manipulations that could test limits of the power of unusual signals to enhance female responses. One relates to complexity. Adding components to a signal, such as additional visual or acoustic adornments, is one way to make a signal more complex, and such additions do tend to make signals more attractive. Ryan & Keddy-Hector (1992) suggested that the mechanism for doing this is increased signal energy, which makes the signal more stimulatory to the female. But another way to make a signal more complex is to distribute spectral components over more frequency channels keeping overall signal amplitude constant. Such a manipulation would increase signal complexity but would do so without
increasing overall signal energy. A second type of manipulation involves extending a signal along a dimension to the point where it enters the domain of a sensory structure not normally used in the organism’s communication system. Such a manipulation is difficult to achieve in most communication systems. However, the acoustic communication system of frogs allows such a test because of the unusual organization of the amphibian auditory system. The amphibian inner ear contains two separate auditory sensory papillae, each tuned to a different frequency range (Capranica 1976; Wilczynski & Capranica 1984; Lewis & Lombard 1988; Zakon & Wilczynski 1988), the basilar papilla and the amphibian papilla. The amphibian papilla contains an array of tonotopically organized hair cells, each most sensitive to a different frequency. The basilar papilla contains many fewer hair cells all tuned to similar frequencies. The amphibian papilla is most sensitive to stimuli of low and mid range frequencies (< 1200 Hz); the basilar papilla is most sensitive to stimuli of high frequencies (> 2000 Hz in most small anurans). By selecting a species that uses only one papilla for detecting its communication signal, we can ask what happens if the spectral properties of the signal are shifted into the sensitivity range of the other auditory end-organ. To test both types of signal variation on female mate choice, we investigated the influence of variation in one key component of the male advertisement call, its spectral frequency composition, on female preferences in the cricket frog, *Acris crepitans blanchardi*.

In most anuran species, males produce calls and females recognize their own species and choose between conspecific males on the basis of these advertisement calls (Wells 1977; Gerhardt 1988; Rand 1988). In some species, such as the túngara frog *Physalaemus pustulosus* (Ryan et al. 1990) or the green treefrog *Hyla cinerea* (Gerhardt 1988), females use both papillae for detecting male calls. In these species, females may respond to stimulation of only one auditory organ, but signals that stimulate both are more attractive. In contrast to *P. pustulosus* and *H. cinerea*, in cricket frogs, *Acris crepitans*, the energy in advertisement call falls only in the sensitivity range of the basilar papilla (Capranica et al. 1973; Ryan & Wilczynski 1988; Keddy-Hector et al. 1992; Wilczynski et al. 1992). Therefore, the natural situation in this species is to use only the basilar papilla for intraspecific communication even though it, like all other frogs, has an amphibian papilla as well. Male cricket frogs *Acris crepitans* produce a broad-band, high-frequency advertisement call with a single, high-frequency, spectral peak, the dominant frequency. The call is a series of click-like pulses. Calls are combined to form call groups, in which calls tend to increase in both the number of pulses and call duration from beginning to end (Ryan & Wilczynski 1991; Ryan et al. 1992). The call varies in dominant frequency among populations and among individuals within a population from about 2.7–4.0 kHz (Ryan & Wilczynski 1991; Wilczynski et al. 1992; Wilczynski & Ryan 1999), and contains numerous sidebands that probably result from low-frequency amplitude modulation of the carrier frequency. Female cricket frogs can distinguish among calls that differ only in dominant frequency within the natural range of variation, and most often prefer calls with lower dominant frequencies (Ryan et al. 1992; Wilczynski & Ryan 1999).
A similar preference for low-frequency calls has been reported in other frogs and toads (Ryan 1985; Wollerman 1998). As in other frog species, bigger males produce lower-frequency calls (Keddy-Hector et al. 1992), and thus females prefer to mate with bigger males. Both females (Wagner 1989; Kime et al. 1998) and males (Venator & Wilczynski 1998; Burmeister et al. 1999) also recognize variation in temporal call characters when spectral features are held constant. Thus both spectral and temporal call features are significant in call recognition.

We investigated the effects of two types of frequency manipulations on female mate choice in this study. With one set of tests, we investigated how cricket frog females would respond to a male advertisement call with its spectral energy shifted much lower than the lowest call frequencies in their population range while keeping amplitude and temporal pattern information constant and equal to the normal values. We altered the call frequency from its normal range stimulating the basilar papilla to the lower frequency range of the amphibian papilla. Cricket frogs are quite sensitive to sound in the amphibian papilla’s frequency range; in fact, thresholds are lower for amphibian papilla fibers than for basilar papilla fibers (Venator 1999; Wilczynski & Ryan 1999). This experiment was designed to determine if temporal information was sufficient to support female mate choice even when the spectral information was radically shifted and to determine if amphibian papilla stimulation was an adequate, or even enhanced, route to eliciting female mate choice even though only basilar papilla stimulation occurs with the actual conspecific call. With a second set of tests, we investigated if increasing the complexity of a call without increasing its overall energy by distributing call energy over two, rather than one, frequency band would make a cricket frog call more attractive to females. This was accomplished by having a low-frequency component centered at 700 Hz, that is, in the amphibian papilla frequency range, combined with one at the normal dominant frequency at 3500 Hz, that is, in the basilar papilla sensitivity range. This experiment parallels earlier studies in a variety of taxa examining the effect of increasing signal complexity on mate choice, but does so keeping signal amplitude constant. Furthermore, the added spectral component stimulates the amphibian papilla in a species that normally only uses the basilar papilla for call recognition, thus adding complexity with a signal that is detected in part by a portion of the auditory system not normally used in call recognition.

Methods

Study Species

We collected cricket frog females (n = 111) at a semipermanent pond in open grassland on Gill Ranch, Travis County, Texas, at night between 12 March and 9 July 1997. All females were in amplexus with a male when captured. We kept females for 2 d in the lab, toe-clipped them, and returned them, following behavioral testing, to the pond on the third night after catching.
Stimuli

The dominant frequency of males of the population we studied in 1997 at Gill Ranch, Travis Co., Texas was 3382 Hz ± 153 (x ± SD) with a range between 3014 Hz and 3713 Hz (n = 38 males, measurements were adjusted to a surface temperature of 20°C; Kime, pers. comm.). We digitized two natural male call groups of the Gill Ranch population, termed here the Gill 4 and the Gill 5 call group. We used two call groups so that our results did not depend on an effect peculiar to one call group. The call group Gill 4 lasted 3474 ms, and contained 25 calls at a call rate of 6.45 calls/s. The call group Gill 5 lasted 5739 ms (milliseconds), and contained 24 calls at a call rate of 4.16 calls/s. We produced three synthetic call groups from the natural Gill Ranch call groups. One synthetic call group had a dominant frequency at 700 Hz; one had a dominant frequency at 3500 Hz; and a third synthetic call group with two dominant frequencies was composed of a combination of the 700 Hz and the 3500 Hz synthetic call groups. We chose 700 Hz as the dominant frequency of the low frequency call group, because this would place the peak energy of the call within the most sensitive region of the cricket frog amphibian papilla while keeping major secondary peaks of this relatively broad band signal within the sensitivity range of the amphibian papilla. We produced the synthetic call groups with the software program SIGNAL Version 2.2 (© Engineering Design, Belmont, MA) by taking the envelope of a digitized natural call group and multiplying the envelope with a sine wave at 700 Hz or 3500 Hz. All stimuli had a sample rate of 15625 Hz. We filtered the 700 Hz call group with a low pass filter at 1500 Hz and the 3500 Hz call group with a band pass filter between 1500 Hz and 4500 Hz. After filtering we added the 700 Hz synthetic call group to the 3500 Hz synthetic call group to create the third synthetic call group with two dominant frequencies (3500 + 700 Hz). Fig. 1(a) shows the time wave form of the natural Gill 4 call group and Gill 5 call group. Fig. 1(b) and 1(c) show the power spectra of the two natural call groups and the three synthetic call groups of Gill 5 and Gill 4. Each stimulus had an equal total energy.

Phonotaxis Experiments

We performed all phonotaxis experiments in a sound attenuating chamber (Acoustic Systems) (1.80 m × 2.7 m × 1.8 m) under dim red light. The temperature in the chamber was 24°C. The stimuli were broadcast from a computer (DELL 486/66), each through a separate channel via an amplifier, to two wide-frequency range speakers (Cambridge SoundWorks, Cambridge, MA) placed directly opposite one another on the floor positioned in the middle of the side walls, 2.7 m apart. The stimuli lasted 8 s and were presented alternately at an intensity of 80 dB SPL (peak RMS, re: 20 μPa) measured in the center of the chamber. Before testing we placed the female under a cone in the middle of the chamber and played the stimuli during a 2-min acclimation period. We then lifted the cone using a remote device. We observed the female’s movements and determined if she approached one of the speakers within 15 min. A positive
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Fig. 1(b): Power spectra of the natural Gill 5 call group and the three created synthetic call groups.
Fig. 1(c): Power spectra of the natural Gill 4 call group and the three created synthetic call groups.
response to a stimulus was recorded when she approached within 20 cm of a speaker within that time. Females that did not approach a loudspeaker within this time were considered nonresponsive. Each female was tested once with each stimulus pair, but was used in other experiments as well. The order of stimulus presentation was randomized.

We played the stimuli antiphonally in double choice experiments: for both call groups we tested 3500 Hz against 700 Hz, 3500 Hz against 3500 + 700 Hz, and 700 Hz against 3500 + 700 Hz. We also tested the 700 Hz Gill 4 call group against equal amplitude, equal duration white noise created by SIGNAL to test if the low-frequency call group is a meaningful stimulus in terms of female mate choice. We also tested a natural Gill 4 and Gill 5 call group against the synthetic 3500 Hz Gill 4 and Gill 5 call group.

Within each experiment we switched the stimuli to the opposite speaker after each test to control for side biases. If a female was not responsive in one test we tested her again on the following night. For each stimulus pair we tested 20 females.

Before and after each test we tested females with other stimuli known to be attractive to females to assess female motivation. Females that were not responsive in these probe tests (i.e. did not approach the speaker within 15 min) were excluded from the analysis. To detect female preferences within a stimulus pair we used the binomial test. We used Fisher’s Exact test to compare preferences between the Gill 4 and the Gill 5 call groups.

Results

In the experiments with the Gill 5 call group, females clearly preferred the 3500 Hz call group over the 700 Hz call group (binomial test, p < 0.001, Fig. 2).

![Fig. 2: Number of tests in which females chose one of two broadcast stimuli of the Gill 5 call group](image-url)
A significantly higher number of females exhibited a preference for the 3500 Hz call group over the combined call group with two dominant frequencies at 3500 Hz and 700 Hz (binomial test, $p = 0.003$, Fig. 2). When we tested this combined call group alternately against the 700 Hz call group, however, females showed significantly more phonotactic responses to the combined call group (binomial test, $p = 0.003$, Fig. 2). Thus, the combined call group was still meaningful in terms of female mate choice, but distributing signal energy over both the basilar and amphibian papilla decreased the attractiveness of male advertisement calls to females relative to a natural call. In tests pairing the natural call group and the synthetic call group at 3500 Hz, females did not discriminate between the stimuli (binomial test, $p = 0.82$, Fig. 2). Thus the synthetic call group is similarly attractive to females as a natural call group, although the synthetic call group contains fewer frequency components than the natural call group.

In tests with the synthetic Gill 4 call groups we found similar results. Females significantly preferred the 3500 Hz call group over the 700 Hz call group (binomial test, $p = 0.001$, Fig. 3). Females also preferred the 3500 Hz call group over the combined call group which contained dominant frequencies at 3500 Hz and at 700 Hz (binomial test, $p < 0.001$, Fig. 3). When females could choose between the 700 Hz call group and the combined call group, they preferred the combined call group over the 700 Hz call group (binomial test, $p < 0.001$, Fig. 3). Females did not discriminate between a natural Gill 4 call group and the synthetic call group with a dominant frequency at 3500 Hz (binomial test, $p = 1.0$, Fig. 3), as was the case in tests with the Gill 5 call group.

When we compared the results of phonotactic responses in females to the Gill 4 and Gill 5 call groups, females showed similar responses in all three combinations of the three synthetic call groups (Fisher’s Exact tests: 3500 Hz vs. 700 Hz, $p = 1.0$; 3500 Hz vs. 3500 + 700 Hz, $p = 1.0$; 700 Hz vs. 3500 Hz +
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700 Hz, p = 0.61). Thus females responded consistently to the different synthetic stimuli constructed from both call groups.

Additionally, we tested females (n = 10) in a situation where they could choose between white noise and the 700 Hz Gill 4 call group. None of the 10 females chose the call group. This shows that a 700 Hz call group is not meaningful in mate choice.

**Discussion**

Cricket frog females significantly preferred a synthetic call group with a dominant frequency at 3500 Hz over the same call group with a dominant frequency at 700 Hz. Females also significantly preferred a call group with two dominant frequencies at 3500 Hz and 700 Hz over the same call group at 700 Hz. When we paired the 700 Hz call group against white noise, females did not respond to the call group. These same females responded to normal calls before and after this test, and therefore the failure to respond was not due to a general lack of motivation. These results show that the female cricket frog’s preferences for low frequency calls within the natural call range (Ryan & Wilczynski 1988; Ryan et al. 1992) does not extend to the amphibian papilla range of frequency sensitivity, as the abnormally low frequency call was not more attractive than a normal, much higher frequency call, and did not even seem to be recognized as a conspecific advertisement call. These results also show that normal temporal information and amplitude patterns are not sufficient to support female mate choice when the spectral information was radically shifted to a frequency outside the sensitivity range of the basilar papilla and into the range of the other inner ear auditory organ.

When females could choose between the call group at 3500 Hz and the same call group with equal energy divided between two dominant frequencies they significantly preferred the call group with the single dominant frequency at 3500 Hz. These results were true for the two different call groups, which we used for creating the synthetic call groups. Thus, distributing frequency components so that both papilla are stimulated significantly decreases the attractiveness of the call group. We note that the overall signal level was equal for all stimuli. This would have had the effect of spreading the sound energy across more frequency channels in the combined 700 + 3500 Hz call group, making the 3500 Hz peak lower than the 3500 Hz peak in the 3500 Hz call group. If the females were simply ignoring any sound stimulating the amphibian papilla, as the tests of the 700 Hz call group suggests, they may have made their choice because their basilar papilla was more stimulated by the 3500 Hz signal than the combined signal. Although we have not tested amplitude sensitivity in *Acris crepitans, Hyla cinerea* females will choose signals that differ by as little as 3 dB (Gerhardt 1987). The results indicate that making the call more spectrally complex does not necessarily make it more attractive, all other factors being equal. Support for this also comes from our experiments showing that females did not distinguish between synthetic call groups with a dominant frequency at 3500 Hz and the natural call groups with
a dominant frequency at 3500 Hz that included numerous frequency sidebands within the basilar papilla range. Thus, the synthetic call groups were as attractive to females as the natural call groups despite the natural calls being spectrally more complex. As both the synthetic and natural call groups were presented at the same amplitude, and both would stimulate only basilar papilla fibers, we would expect both would stimulate this auditory organ about equally. Ryan & Keddy-Hector (1992) suggested that, as a general rule, ‘attractive’ male signals might be those that better stimulate female sensory systems. For this species, the general rule seems to hold, if one qualifies the rule to say ‘better stimulates the female sensory structure normally used for detecting the male signal’. For *Acris crepitans*, that is the basilar papilla specifically, not the auditory system in general.

The cricket frog results are in contrast to what Wilczynski et al. (1995) found in the túngara frog *Physalaemus pustulosus* and what several authors have found in other acoustic communication systems (Catchpole 1986; Ryan & Keddy-Hector 1992; Searcy 1992). In general, more complex signals are more attractive. For example, in the túngara frog *Physalaemus pustulosus*, a minimally effective male call can be made more attractive by adding additional frequency components (Wilczynski et al. 1995) in either the amphibian or basilar papilla range. Furthermore, male túngara frogs can add up to three ‘chucks’, vocal signals that mainly stimulate the basilar papilla, to the first part of their call, the ‘whine’, which stimulates the amphibian papilla. This addition increases the whine’s attractiveness to females (Ryan 1985, 1988). Wilczynski et al. (1999) showed that even adding the chuck to the whine in almost any position makes the whine more attractive to females, and no position made it less attractive. This includes positions that overlapped the whine in time, analogous to this experiment’s two-peak artificial signal. Adding additional components to increase signal complexity will make a mate attractant signal more complex even when those signals do not occur in nature, as has been demonstrated in both acoustic (Ryan & Rand 1990; Searcy 1992; Wilczynski et al. 1995) and visual (Basolo 1990; Jones & Hunter 1998; Tyler Burley & Symanski 1998; Witte & Curio 1999) communication systems.

One difference between the cricket frog signal and others tested in this way is the simplicity of the cricket frog call’s spectral characteristics. Previous studies investigating extreme signal variation or the capacity of artificial acoustic adornments to make calls more attractive have focused on species with more spectrally complex calls that stimulate multiple frequency regions within the amphibian papilla or both inner ear papillae. For example, in the túngara frog and other *Physalaemus* species, the species-specific ‘whine’ sweeps through a large portion of the amphibian papilla frequency range, and the ‘chuck’ of *P. pustulosus* or the various secondary vocal signals of other *Physalaemus* species stimulate the basilar papilla (Keddy-Hector et al. 1992; Wilczynski et al. 1992). Either the use of multiple frequency channels during normal communication, or the use of the amphibian papilla for species recognition, predisposes anurans to accept added spectral complexity as more attractive. We note that such a communication system does not necessarily mandate such a process, as one *Physalaemus* species
(P. enesefae) does not find the addition of heterospecific chucks attractive (Tarano & Ryan submitted). Nevertheless, it may be that only in those anurans, such as Physalaemus species, that use the amphibian papilla is the female auditory system potentially open to additional stimuli, and only there can it drive the evolution of more complex male advertisement calls. In anurans using the basilar papilla, such as the cricket frog, females may be more restricted in their preferences to the normal range of the male call. This could be tested in the many other anuran species that use only one papilla for their advertisement call. It would also be interesting to determine if only anurans using the amphibian papilla for mate recognition use additional vocal signals to make their call more attractive.

Much of the recent work on female responses to extreme or unusual male signals has been guided by ideas that have come out of the ‘sensory exploitation’ hypothesis (Ryan 1990, 1998; Ryan et al. 1990; Ryan & Keddy-Hector 1992). Although this idea is fundamentally a phylogenetic hypothesis concerning the evolutionary antecedents in receivers of successful signals in senders, experimental evidence from current species has taken the form of demonstrations that unusual signals can be attractive to females if they stimulate their sensory system, often including unused sensory channels (Ryan & Keddy-Hector 1992; see also the ‘sensory drive’ idea of Endler 1992). Indeed, as reviewed above, there are many examples of this now in the literature. What has to date largely been missing from such studies are carefully controlled experiments that try to define what type of ‘extra’ stimulation would be effective, and thus place limits on the sensory exploitation process. The present study does that, and, combined with other mate-choice studies in this species (Ryan & Wilczynski 1988; Ryan et al. 1992) shows that, for cricket frogs, signals that provide enhanced stimulation to the female’s basilar papilla are more attractive, but signals that stimulate the more sensitive amphibian papilla are not (and are not even recognized) even when all other call features are present. Furthermore, the present study shows that stimulating more frequency channels in the absence of an overall increase in stimulus energy actually decreases the attractiveness of the signal. That is, one cannot exploit the other sensory channels by trading off spectral complexity for focused stimulation. How the results of the present experiment relate to more general rules concerning the evolution of animal communication systems is a question that cannot readily be answered, given that we do not know how broadly, or under what circumstances, the results from this one species can be applied across taxa. Nevertheless, this study does show that there are limits to the ability of extreme or unusual signals to elicit female mate choice, and we suggest that a careful examination of those limits may be important.

In summary, our experiments showed that a low-frequency signal outside the natural frequency range of a cricket frog call, but within its range of hearing, would not solicit mate attraction despite normal temporal and amplitude patterns. Furthermore, adding low-frequency components to a male call to make it more complex may not make it more attractive; on the contrary, in this study it decreased the attractiveness of the cricket frog call. It remains to be determined if
changes in the complexity of the temporal or amplitude pattern of the call lead to the same result, and whether signals that precede or follow the call will alter its attractiveness.
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